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Abstract
In the gauge-theoretic formulation of gravity the cubic vertex becomes simple enough for some
graviton scattering amplitudes to be computed using Berends-Giele-type recursion relations. We
present such a computation for the current with all same helicity on-shell gravitons. Once the
recursion relation is set up and low graviton number cases are worked out, a natural guess for the
solution in terms of a sum over trees presents itself readily. The solution can also be described
either in terms of the half-soft function familiar from the 1998 paper by Bern, Dixon, Perelstein and
Rozowsky or as a matrix determinant similar to one used by Hodges for MHV graviton amplitudes.
This solution also immediate suggests the correct guess for the MHV graviton amplitude formula,
as is contained in the already mentioned 1998 paper. We also obtain the recursion relation for the
off-shell current with all but one same helicity gravitons.
1 Introduction
In [1], [2] Λ 6= 0 General Relativity and, more generally, a certain infinite-parametric class of parity-odd
theories of interacting massless spin two particles, were described as diffeomorphism invariant SO(3)
gauge theories. Papers [3], [4] gave the rules for computing (Minkowski space) graviton scattering
amplitudes using this formalism; the simplest such amplitudes (graviton-graviton scattering) were
computed in [4].
In this paper we use this gauge-theoretic formalism for gravity to compute more general graviton
amplitudes. Thus, we use Berends-Giele-type [5] recursion relations for the off-shell currents to investi-
gate and compute the current with all on-shell gravitons of the same helicity. This current is arguably
the simplest object one has in any massless theory. Indeed, it is the computation of this current that
led the authors of [5] to the proof of the Parke-Taylor formula [6] for MHV gluon amplitudes. Similarly
in gravity, the fact that all on-shell legs are of the same helicity leads to many simplifications. The
resulting recursion relation can then be solved in full generality. The answer contains all the essential
features of the MHV graviton scattering amplitude, as is known already from the work [7]. In fact,
once this current is computed, it suggests a similar-type formula for the MHV graviton scattering
amplitude, as was first described in [7].
The MHV amplitudes formula in [7], which is arguably the most beautiful available formula for
these amplitudes, was rediscovered in [8]. Later, a representation in terms of a matrix determinant
was found in [9]. A simple application [10] of the matrix tree theorem relates the sum over trees
representation [7], [8] with the determinant representation of Hodges [9].
Our computation of the off-shell gauge-theoretic current leads to an essentially the same recursion
relation that appears in [7]. An application of the matrix tree theorem also allows to represent the
current as a certain matrix determinant. As is explained in [11], and will be reviewed below, there is
also a BCFW-type recursion relation that can be written for such quantities.
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We also investigate the Berends-Giele-type recursion relation for the current with all but one on-
shell leg of the same helicity. This is the current that could be used to compute the MHV amplitude
directly, by setting the off-shell leg on-shell. We manage to transform the arising recursion relation
to a reasonably simple form. However, the low graviton number cases do not appear to suggest any
form of the general answer. Thus, we were unable to find the general solution.
The computation of the all same helicity on-shell legs current presented in this paper can be viewed
as the simplest available derivation of the MHV amplitude formula using Feynman diagrams. Indeed,
the input of the computation presented in [7] is the formula for the cubic graviton vertex as a product
of two gauge-theory vertices. This requires quite non-trivial manipulations with the Einstein-Hilbert
action to establish (introduction of auxiliary field etc.). In contrast, in our formalism the simple cubic
vertex responsible for the MHV amplitude comes out directly by expanding the action, without too
much thought. Thus, the derivation presented in this paper is more self-contained than the one in [7].
We also believe that the derivation presented in this paper is valuable and timely for the following
reason. It is often stated that Feynman diagrams carry a lot of unnecessary information, and only
the modern on-shell methods can efficiently compute amplitudes. There is certainly truth to these
statements. It is worth stressing however that it is the Feynman diagram derived Berends-Giele-
type recursion relation that naturally and simply leads to the most beautiful sum over trees [7], [8]
representation for the MHV amplitudes. Certainly, once such a representation is found one can prove
it using the powerful tool of BCFW recursion relations [12], as was done in [8]. However, it is very
hard to see that the solution to BCFW recursion organises itself into a sum over trees, while this
directly follows from the Berends-Giele Feynman diagram derived recursion. Thus, the main message
that we would like a reader to take from this paper is that Feynman diagrams, if used correctly, can
present structures invisible by the pure on-shell methods.
The paper is organised as follows. We start by reviewing the gauge-theoretic description of gravity
Feynman rules. These are derived in [3], [4], but will be presented here in a self-contained fashion,
in the amount needed for our computations. We set up the Berends-Giele-type recursion for the all
same helicity on-shell legs current in Section 3. Its solution readily presents itself by working out the
few first amplitudes. We don’t need to give a proof of the general formula here, because it is already
spelled out in [11] in greater generality. In Section 4 we derive and analyse the recursion relation for
the all but one same helicity on-shell legs current. We conclude with a brief discussion.
2 Feynman rules
We take the gauge-theoretic Feynman rules from [4], but describe them here in a slightly more formal,
and convenient for computations language.
In the gauge-theoretic approach to gravity one uses a certain parity asymmetric representation of
the Lorentz group to describe gravitons. We remind the reader that the finite-dimensional irreducible
representations of the Lorentz group are of the type Sk+⊗S
n
−, where S± are the fundamental (complex
conjugate to each other in the case of Minkowski signature) two-dimensional spinor representations.
The representations Sk+, S
n
− are the k-th and n-th symmetric tensor products of the corresponding
fundamental representations. Thus, dim(Sk±) = k + 1.
In the usual metric description one uses the representation S2+⊗S
2
− to describe gravitons. Indeed,
the trace free part of the metric perturbation hµν , once the space-time indices are translated into
the spinor ones, lives precisely in S2+ ⊗ S
2
−. Note that this space is parity-symmetric, and thus
contains (in the case of Minkowski signature) real elements. These correspond to the trace free parts
of perturbations of the real metrics.
In contrast, in the gauge-theoretic formalism one uses the space S3+⊗S−, or the parity related space
S+ ⊗ S
3
− if one prefers. Note that this space is not parity-symmetric, and the operation of complex
conjugation sends elements of S3+ ⊗ S− to elements of S+ ⊗ S
3
−. Thus, there are no real elements in
S3+⊗S−, and the reality conditions are more non-trivial to impose. As is explained in details in [3], the
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reality conditions are given by a certain second-order differential equation on a ∈ S3+⊗S−, which is in
a certain sense an analog of the usual first order Dirac equation. Alternatively, one can view the reality
condition as the statement that the metric, constructed as a derivative of the connection a, is real.
The reality conditions involving derivatives bring with themselves a mass scale. This mass scale turns
out to be related to the radius of curvature of the background. Thus, this formalism for describing
gravitons only works on non-zero scalar curvature backgrounds. This brings in a complication that
Minkowski space graviton scattering amplitudes have to be computed by a somewhat schizophrenic
procedure where one does all computations in Minkowski space and uses the usual Fourier transform,
but at the same time remembers that some quantities came from a constant curvature space, and so
keeps factors of the cosmological constant in the intermediate formulas. These rules were derived in
[4], but once adopted, are in no way more involved than the familiar Feynman rules of e.g. Yang-Mills
theory.
Thus, the gravitons in our formalism are described by a field aABCA′ ∈ S
3
+ ⊗ S−, here A,B,C, . . .
are the unprimed spinor indices used to denote elements of S+, and A
′, B′, C ′, . . . are the primed indices
used to label spinors from S−. The propagator is the usual scalar propagator times the identity matrix
in the space S3+ ⊗ S−:
propagator =
1
ik2
IdS3+⊗S− . (1)
We then need to describe the two polarisation spinors. These are given just by what could be
guessed from similar expressions in the metric formalism:
ǫ−ABCA′ =M
qAqBqCkA′
〈q k〉3
, ǫ+ABCA′ =
1
M
kAkBkCpA′
[p k]
, (2)
where
〈k1 k2〉 := k
A
1 k2A, [k1 k2] := k1A′k
A′
2 (3)
are the spinor contractions. Note that the polarisation spinors (2) are homogeneous degree zero in the
reference spinors qA, pA′ as they should be. Note also that the factors of M in the negative helicity
and 1/M in the positive helicity are required for dimensional reasons: the helicity spinors (2) should
be dimensionless. Finally, the spinors kA, kA′ are the momentum spinors kAA′ = kAkA′ appearing as
the ”square root” of the corresponding null momentum vector.
We also need an expression for the cubic vertex. As is usual in such context, one selects all the
reference spinors of the negative helicity gravitons to be the same spinor qA. If all on-shell legs are
those of negative helicity, the choice of qA remains arbitrary. If there is one positive helicity on-shell
graviton, it is convenient to take qA to be equal to the momentum spinor of the positive helicity
graviton. Then there are so many factors of the spinor qA that is very difficult to obtain a non-zero
contraction. Very simple count shows that one needs the maximal possible number of derivatives to
be present, which is the case when there are only cubic vertices. Furthermore, there are just two cubic
vertices containing the maximum number of derivatives in the family of gravity theories of interest. It
is easy to see that one of them cannot contribute, because it will necessarily make q’s contract. Thus,
the only vertex that can contribute is as follows
vertex =
κ
2M
(∂a, [[δa, δa]]). (4)
We also note that this is the only maximal number of derivatives vertex that is present in the case
of General Relativity. Thus, all our infinite-parameter family of gravity theories will share the same
MHV graviton scattering amplitudes. This is clear even before any computation of these amplitudes
is performed. The vertex (4) is the relevant part of the Lagrangian with the factor of the imaginary
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unit in front vertex = iL, and κ2 = 32πG. We have written it in terms of derivative operators, which
have to be replaced by the factors of ±i times the momentum flowing on the corresponding line of the
diagram. The differential operators appearing here are defined as
∂ : S3+ ⊗ S− → S
4
+, (∂a)
ABCD := ∂
(A
M ′a
BCD)M ′ (5)
δ : S3+ ⊗ S− → S
2
+ ⊗ S
2
−, (δa)
ABA′B′ := ∂E(A
′
aE
ABB′).
The product [[, ]] of two elements of S2+ ⊗ S
2
− is defined as
[[, ]] : (S2+ ⊗ S
2
−)⊗ (S
2
+ ⊗ S
2
−)→ S
4
+, [[h1, h2]]
ABCD := h
(AB
1 A′B′h
CD)A′B′
2 . (6)
This product is commutative. We have denoted it by the double commutator symbol because a single
contraction of a pair of spinor indices represents the commutator. Here we have a double contraction,
hence the notation. Finally, the round brackets stand for the inner product in S4+:
(, ) : S4+ ⊗ S
4
+ → C, (ψ1, ψ2) := ψ
ABCD
1 ψ2ABCD. (7)
The only other convention that we need is the rule that the positive helicity gravitons are slightly
massive:
kAA
′
= kAkA
′
+M2
pApA
′
〈p k〉[p k]
. (8)
Here the reference spinors pA
′
, pA are the same as used in the corresponding positive helicity spinor
(2). It is this rule, together with the factors of M appearing in all formulas, that remember about
the fact that this perturbation theory was originally set up in de Sitter space of cosmological constant
Λ/3 = M2. However, as well shall see, no factors of M will remain in the final results for what can
then be interpreted as the Minkowski space amplitudes.
Let us now derive some simple consequences of the above rules. First, let us compute the action
of the operators δ, ∂ on the helicity states. Assuming that that particles are incoming so that the
derivative operator gets replaced with a factor of −ikAA′ we get:
(∂ǫ−)ABCD = 0, (∂ǫ+)ABCD =
i
M
kAkBkCkD, (9)
(δǫ−)ABA
′B′ = iM
qAqBkA
′
kB
′
〈q k〉2
, (δǫ+)ABA
′B′ = −iM
kAkBpA
′
pB
′
[p k]2
.
Note that the application of the δ gives the familiar metric helicity spinors. The application of ∂ gives
the self-dual part of the Weyl curvature when applied to the positive helicity graviton, and zero when
applied to negative helicity (because the negative helicity does not have the self-dual part of Weyl
curvature). Note that to get the last relation we have used (8).
3 All minus current recursion relation
The Berends-Giele recursion first appeared in paper [5] in the context of Yang-Mills theory. The general
recursion relation involves both the 3-valent and 4-valent YM vertices. For MHV amplitudes only the
3-valent vertices can contribute, which results in a particularly simple recursion. This recursion relation
can then be used to prove the Parke-Taylor formula [6].
For gravity the Feynman rules of the usual metric formulation are too complicated to write any
analog of the Berends-Giele recursion relation, even for the MHV amplitudes where only the 3-vertices
contribute. See, however, [7]. Thus, in the case of gravity the general MHV graviton scattering
amplitude is usually determined in a different way. Historically the first was the work [13], that
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used the string-inspired gauge-gravity scattering amplitudes relation [14] to determine the general
n-graviton MHV amplitude. Another route to the general n-graviton MHV formula is via the BCFW
recursion relations [12]. These were applied to graviton scattering in [15] and [16]. Yet another self-
contained derivation of the graviton MHV formula is given in [17] and uses the twistor construction.
In this section we set up a Berends-Giele-type recursion relations for determining the MHV graviton
amplitudes. In this paper we adopt the terminology that an MHV amplitude is one with at most two
plus helicity gravitons, i.e. it is the mostly minus amplitude. From general considerations (counting the
number of reference spinors qA) it is easy to deduce that only the 3-valent vertices give a contribution
to the MHV amplitudes. This is completely analogous to what happens in Yang-Mills theory and
gravity in the usual metric formulation, where it is easy to show that only the diagrams with the
maximal possible number of derivatives can contribute, and these are the 3-valent diagrams. It is the
fact that only 3-valent vertices contribute, as well as the simplicity of our vertex (4), that allows to
write down a simple Berends-Giele-type recursion.
3.1 Glueing together two negative helicity gravitons
Thus, we would like to analyse the current with all negative helicity on-shell legs. This is defined as
an amplitude with n on-shell negative helicity gravitons, and one off-shell leg. The convention is that
the final propagator for the off-shell leg is included in the current, so that such current can be glued
together directly, with no extra propagators to be added, via vertices. By definition, the current for
a single graviton is the corresponding helicity spinor that we rewrite in a convenient for later fashion
J(1)ABCD′ ≡ ǫ
−(1)ABCD′ =MqAqBqC1DD′q
DA(1). (10)
Here we have introduced a convenient convention (ki)AA′ ≡ iAA′ , and denoted
A(1) =
1
〈1 q〉4
.
Let us now consider the process of glueing two such currents (negative helicity states) in the vertex
(4). Because the application of ∂ to a negative state gives zero, the only way to get a non-zero result
is to insert the two negative helicity states into the two symmetric legs of the vertex, i.e. those where
it is the derivative operator δ that gets applied. Above we have already computed the result of action
of δ on a negative helicity state. In the present notations this is rewritten as
(δJ(1))ABA
′B′ = iMqAqBqEqF1E
A′1F
B′A(1). (11)
The double commutator of two such quantities from S2+ ⊗ S
2
− gives the following element of S
4
+
[[δJ(1), δJ(2)]]ABCD = (iM)2qAqBqCqD(qEqF 1E
A′1F
B′)(qP qQ2PA′2QB′)A(1)A(2). (12)
Applying the final ∂ derivative that gives a factor of i(1 + 2)AA′ , and appending the propagator
1/2i〈1 2〉[1 2] at the end, gives the following result for the current for two gravitons
J(1, 2)ABCD′ =M
(κ
2
)
qAqBqC(1 + 2)DD′q
DA(1, 2), (13)
where
A(1, 2) =
1
〈1 2〉[1 2]
(〈q 1〉〈q 2〉[1 2])2A(1)A(2). (14)
Thus, the current for two gravitons has the same spinor structure as the single graviton state (10).
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3.2 General recursion
This result immediately generalises. It is easy to see that the only way to glue structures as in (13)
via the vertex (4) is to insert these currents into the δ-legs of the vertex. This shows that the general
all minus current has the following structure
J(K)ABCD′ =M
(κ
2
)|K|−1
qAqBqC(
∑
K
k)DD′q
DA(K), (15)
where K is the set of negative helicity momenta and the higher A-coefficients are computed using the
following recursion
A(K) =
1∑
i<j∈K 〈i j〉[i j]
∑
I⊔J=K,|I|≤|J |
A(I)A(J )

 ∑
a∈I,b∈J
〈a q〉〈b q〉[a b]


2
(16)
The sum runs over disjoint sets of momenta I and J whose union is K in such a way as to not repeat
configurations, which we denote by the symbol |I| ≤ |J |.
An important fact about this recursion relation is that at every step the prefactor in front of the
above formula, which is proportional to 1/(
∑
i ki)
2, can be cancelled out with an analogous factor
appearing in the numerator. In other words, the numerator in (16) is always proportional to (
∑
i ki)
2.
The general solution to the recursion (16) is easily guessed once the first few cases are worked out:
A(1, 2) =
1
〈1 q〉2〈2 q〉2
[1 2]
〈1 2〉
, (17)
A(1, 2, 3) =
1
〈1 q〉2〈2 q〉2
[1 3][3 2]
〈1 3〉〈3 2〉
+
1
〈1 q〉2〈3 q〉2
[1 2][2 3]
〈1 2〉〈2 3〉
+
1
〈2 q〉2〈3 q〉2
[2 1][1 3]
〈2 1〉〈1 3〉
.
There is clearly a simple pattern here, and this pattern can be seen to generalise to higher number of
gravitons as well. This suggests that the solution to (16) is given by
A(K) =
∑
γ∈ΓK
∏
i∈K
〈i q〉2(αi−2)
∏
〈jk〉∈γ
[j k]
〈j k〉
, (18)
where the first sum runs over paths in K of length |K| − 1 without repeting edges (trees), αi is the
number of edges at vertex i and the second product is taken over vertices of the path. A combinatorial
proof of the fact that (18) solves (16) was already spelled out in e.g. [11] and will not be repeated
here.
3.3 MHV amplitude formula
It turns out that (18) contains all the essential features of the MHV graviton scattering amplitude
formula. Consider the amplitude for two positive helicity gravitons with momentum spinors xA, yA
and n negative helicity states, labelled as in the previous subsection. The MHV amplitude then turns
out to be given by
MMHV (x, y, {1, . . . , n}) = 2i
(κ
2
)n
〈x y〉6
∑
γ∈ΓK
∏
i∈K
〈i x〉αi−2〈i y〉αi−2
∏
〈jk〉∈γ
[j k]
〈j k〉
. (19)
Note that, apart from the pre factor of 〈x y〉6 this is essentially the same formula as (18), except that
it became generalised with the reference spinor q being replaced in a symmetric fashion by two spinors
x, y. The formula (19) could be guessed from (18) by noting that in the limit x→ y → q when the two
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positive helicity gravitons become collinear and the the MHV amplitude develops a singularity, the
sought formula should become proportional to the function A({1, . . . , n}) appearing in the all negative
current. The sum over trees in (19) is the most obvious function of x, y with that property. The pre
factor can then be easily determined from the behaviour under the little group, as well as dimensional
considerations. The numerical factor can be determined by computing the 4-graviton case explicitly,
which is not a difficult computation if one uses spinors. After the formula (19) is guessed, it can be
proven using the BCFW recursion relation, see [8] for such a proof. This sum over trees function of
x, y in (19) first appeared in the already mentioned paper [7], which also contains the formula (19).
Thus, to summarise the logic, once the all-negative current is computed using the Berends-Giele
recursion, the MHV formula can be guessed and then checked using the BCFW recursion. This can
be viewed as the simplest available derivation of the MHV formula (19).
3.4 Analytic continuation and BCFW recursion
To finish with our story for the all-negative current, we show that it satisfies an analog of the BCFW
recursion relation. This is not surprising, because the MHV formula (19) can be written in terms
of an object that generalises the all-negative current, and the MHV amplitude satisfies BCFW, so
the current must also satisfy it. Here we derive this BCWF-type recursion from Feynman diagrams.
Aspects of what appears in this subsection was already spelled out in [11], but the presented here
Feynman diagram derivation is new.
The idea is to perform the BCFW-type shift on one of the negative on-shell legs. Thus, we shift
the unprimed momentum spinor of the first graviton in the direction of the reference spinor
1z = 1− zq, 1
′
z = 1
′.
We do not need to shift any other momentum spinors because we work with a current, and so we
have no intention to preserve the sum of all the momenta. It is only important that all the gravitons
continue to be null. The particular form of the shift also guarantees that the helicity spinor for the
shifted graviton is unchanged, so one can continue to use the already known expression for the off-shell
current. Denoting the set of momentum spinors with 1 shifted in this way by
Kz = {1z} ⊔ K\{1}
the function A(K) can easily be seen to depend on z in the following way:
A(Kz) =
1
〈1 q〉4
∏
i∈K\{1}
1
〈i q〉4
∑
T∈T (K)
∏
(jk)∈E(T )
j,k 6=1
[j k]
〈j k〉
〈j q〉2〈k q〉2
∏
〈1l〉∈E(T )
[1 l]
〈1 l〉 − z〈q l〉
〈1 q〉2〈l q〉2. (20)
We thus see that A(Kz) has only simple poles at zl = 〈1 l〉/〈q l〉. It is hard to compute the residues
directly from this expression for A(Kz). But we know that the current is obtained as a sum of Feynman
diagrams, and these give a convenient way to obtain the residues. Indeed, the only diagrams with
such poles are those in which the leg 1 connects directly to l. This is because if the leg 1 connects to
a set J of momenta already grouped together, the pole will be more complicated one of the form∑
j∈J
〈1 j〉[1 j] = z
∑
j∈J
〈q j〉[1 j].
Since there are no such poles in the explicit expression for the current, we conclude that they must all
cancel out, with only the poles present in (20) remaining. We can then easily compute the residues
at the poles zl = 〈1 l〉/〈q l〉 from the corresponding Feynman diagrams. We get for the shifted current
(suppressing all spinor indices)
J(Kz) =
∑
l∈K\{1}
(
sum over diagrams where 1z connects to l
)
+ · · · =
∑
l∈K\{1}
[1 l]〈l q〉
〈1 q〉2
J(Klˆ\{1})
z − zl
+ · · · ,
7
where lˆ is defined by
lˆlˆ′ = 1zl1
′ + ll′ = l(l′ +
〈1 q〉
〈l q〉
1′)
and Klˆ = {lˆ} ⊔ K\{l}. This clearly identifies the poles of interest as well as their residues.
We can now compute the current from its known residues, knowing also that the z →∞ behaviour
of A(Kz) and, therefore, of J
−(Kz) is 1/z. The residue theorem then gives us
1
2πi
∮
C∞
J(Kz)
dz
z
= −Res(J(Kz)/z; 0) −
∑
zl
1
zl
Res(J(Kz); zl)
= −J(K) +
∑
l∈K\{1}
[1 l]
〈1 l〉
〈l q〉2
〈1 q〉2
J(Klˆ\{1}) = 0
=⇒ A(K) =
∑
l∈K\{1}
[1 l]
〈1 l〉
〈l q〉2
〈1 q〉2
A(Klˆ\{1}).
This is a BCFW-type recursion relation, but here for the Berends-Giele current. In [11] we also
gave a purely combinatorial proof of the validity of this recursion. But the presented here ”physical”
derivation shows the power of availability of access to Feynman diagrams.
3.5 Determinant representation
Given that the all negative current is given by a sum over trees, a simple application of the matrix tree
theorem allows to represent this current as a certain determinant. This has already been discussed in
[11], so we just state the formula.
Consider a complete graph whose vertices are elements from our set K. This is a graph where every
vertex is connected to every other vertex (by exactly one edge). We now define a weighted Laplacian
matrix for our complete graph, by associating
wij =
{
− [i j]〈i j〉〈i q〉
2〈j q〉2, i 6= j.∑
k 6=i
[i k]
〈i k〉〈i q〉
2〈k q〉2, i = j,
(21)
Then the determinant of the submatrix W ′ of W obtained by deleting i-th row and i-th column is
independent of i can can be denoted as |W ′|. It is given by the following sum over trees
|W ′| =
∑
T∈T (K)
∏
〈ij〉∈E(T )
wij . (22)
Looking at (18) we see that a multiple of our current is expressible as such a matrix determinant:
A(K)
∏
i∈K
〈i q〉4 = |W ′|. (23)
4 All minus one plus current recursion
Here we consider a more non-trivial problem of writing a recursion relation for the all minus one plus
current. This can then be composed with the final plus external graviton to yield the MHV amplitude.
We take the auxiliary spinors of all negative helicity gravitons to be equal to the momentum spinor
of the positive helicity graviton. We will denote the positive helicity graviton by 0, and continue to
number the negative helicity states from 1 to n. To write our recursion relation it will be important
to keep the positive helicity graviton slightly off the zero mass shell, see (8).
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We will continue to denote the reference spinor, which has been chosen to be the momentum of
particle 0, by qA. Thus, the polarisation spinor for the positive helicity particle is given by
ǫ+(0)ABCD′ =
1
M
qAqBqCpD′
[p q]
. (24)
The polarisation spinor is thus still proportional to qAqBqC as for all the negative helicity gravitons,
which implies some simplifications. For example, it is easy to see that one can only glue this positive
polarisation state with any of the negative polarisations by inserting them into the δ-legs of the
vertex. This means that a similar recursion relation to the one considered in the previous section will
be possible.
4.1 Glueing the positive and a negative helicity graviton
The easiest way to see how the recursion starts is by considering how our positive helicity graviton
gets put together with some negative helicity state in the vertex. In contrast to the case of the all
negative current, we found it convenient not to include the final propagator in the definition of the
current. We thus rewrite the positive helicity spinor (24) in the following suggestive way
J(0)ABCD′ ≡ 2iM
2ǫ+(0)ABCA′ = −2iMqAqBqC0DD′q
DB(0), (25)
where
B(0) =
1
M2
.
The factor of 2iM2 in (25) is the inverse propagator for the positive helicity graviton with k20 = 2M
2.
We now put together this zeroth order B-current together with a zeroth order A-current for a
negative helicity graviton. The B-current has to be multiplied by the corresponding propagator first.
The application of the δ-operator to the B current times the propagator gives
1
2iM2
(δJ(0))ABA
′B′ =
1
iM
qAqBqEqF 0E
A′0F
B′B(0). (26)
We then apply the double commutator to this and (11) to get
1
2iM2
[[δJ(0), δJ(1)]]ABCD = qAqBqCqD(qEqF0E
A′0F
B′)(qP qQ1PA′1QB′)B(0)A(1). (27)
We finally apply to this the final derivative that gives a factor of i(0 + 1)AA′ . There is no need to add
the propagator at the end with our definition for this current. Thus we get
J(0, 1)ABCD′ = −2iM
(κ
2
)
qAqBqC(0 + 1)DD′q
DB(0, 1), (28)
where
B(0, 1) =
M2
[p q]2
(〈1 q〉[1 p])2B(0)A(1) =
[1 p]2
[p q]2〈1 q〉2
. (29)
Thus, unlike B(0), this current is independent of M .
4.2 General recursion
The general recursion for the B-current follows the established above pattern. Thus, we can write it
as
J(0,K)ABCD′ = −2iM
(κ
2
)|K|
qAqBqC(0 +
∑
K
k)DD′q
DB(0,K). (30)
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Note that the zeroth momentum in the sum above can be dropped as compared to all others, because
it contributes a term of the order M2, to be neglected in the M → 0 limit. The B-coefficients satisfy
the following recursion relation:
B(0,K) =
∑
I⊔J=K
B(0,I)A(J )∑
i∈I(iq)[iq] +
∑
i<j∈I 〈i j〉[i j]

 ∑
a∈I,b∈J
〈a q〉〈b q〉[a b]


2
+
A(K)
[p q]2
(∑
a∈K
〈a q〉[a p]
)2
The first set of terms here comes from glueing a current J(0,I) with non-empty set I to an A-current
for some set J . It is precisely the recursion of the type that we already analysed before for the
A-current, except that now the propagator for the B-current has to be added before this current is
glued to the vertex, not after. The last term here comes from the possibility of glueing the A-current
for the whole set K directly to the positive helicity graviton. It follows the pattern seen in (29).
The first few examples of application of the above recursion are
B(0, 1) = A(1)
〈1 q〉[1 p]2
[1 q]
〈1 q〉[1 q]
[p q]2
,
B(0, 1, 2) = A(1, 2)
(
〈1 q〉[1 p]2
[1 q]
+
〈2 q〉[2 p]2
[2 q]
)
〈1 q〉[1 q] + 〈2 q〉[2 q] + 〈1 2〉[1 2]
[p q]2
−A(1, 2)[1 2]2
〈1 q〉〈2 q〉
[1 q][2 q]
.
We wrote both in a suggestive form.
One can now show that the general B-current has two terms. One term is proportional to the
sum of all momenta squared, and includes the factor of 1/[pq]2. This term will vanish when composed
with the final positive helicity state (because of the momenta conservation). The other term does not
depend on the auxiliary spinor p
B(0,K) = A(K)C(0,K)
∑
i∈K 〈i q〉[i q] +
∑
i<j∈K 〈i j〉[i j]
[p q]2
+ S(0,K). (31)
Substituting this into the recursion relation for the B-current and then using the recursion relation
A-current it is possible to show (see Appendix) that
C(0,K) =
∑
i∈K
〈i q〉[i p]2
[i q]
(32)
and that the following recursion relation for the S-amplitudes holds:
S(0,K) =
∑
I∪J=K
S(0,I)∑
i∈I 〈i q〉[i q] +
∑
i<j∈I 〈i j〉[i j]
A(J )

∑
i∈I
∑
j∈J
〈i q〉〈j q〉[i j]


2
(33)
−A(K)
∑
i<j∈K
〈i q〉〈j q〉
[i q][j q]
[i j]2.
This recursion should be started with S(0) = S(0, 1) = 0. The first non-trivial amplitude is then for
n = 2 and arises directly from the last term in (33). Thus, we have:
S(0, 1, 2) = −A(1, 2)
〈1 q〉〈2 q〉
[1 q][2 q]
[1 2]2. (34)
It is not hard to see that composing the resulting current with the final positive helicity state gives
the correct −−++ graviton amplitude. We have also checked that the 5-graviton amplitude that can
be obtained from (33) is correct. Unfortunately, we were unable to solve this recursion in general.
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5 Discussion
There are two main results of this paper. The first one is the derivation of the recursion relation (16)
from Feynman rules of the gauge-theoretic formulation of gravity. The same recursion relation was
also arrived at in [7], but we believe that our Feynman rules lead to this relation in a more transparent
and efficient way. The solution (18) to (16) already appeared in [7] and in this sense it is not a new
result. However, we think the fact that the Feynman rule derived recursion relation directly leads to a
sum over trees representation of the graviton amplitudes cannot be overemphasised. It appears to not
be universally appreciated by the amplitude community, and we hope this paper will help to rectify
this.
Our other main result is the derivation of the new recursion (33) for the current with all but one
negative helicity gravitons. This is the current that can be directly used for computing the MHV
graviton amplitudes, as it does not vanish when the last leg is set on-shell. We have obtained a
recursion relation for the main building block of this current, which is independent of any unphysical
reference spinors, or factors of M . The new recursion relation differs from (16) in the appearance of
the inhomogeneous term. It seems that it is this term that makes life complicated, and prevents from
spotting any simple pattern for this current. It would be very interesting to find a closed-form solution
of (33), because it contains more information than the known purely on-shell MHV amplitudes.
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Appendix: Proof of the S-recursion
Here we give a proof of the recursion (33) together with the expression (32) for C(0,K) using the
recursions for the B and A-currents. Let’s assume, by induction, that C(0,K) is given by
C(0,K) =
∑
i∈K
〈i q〉[i p]2
[i q]
for |K| < n. Then, for |K| = n we get
S(0,K) +A(K)C(0,K)
∑
i∈K 〈i q〉[i q] +
∑
i<j∈K 〈i j〉[i j]
[p q]2
(35)
=
∑
I⊔J=K
B(0,I)A(J )∑
i∈I 〈i q〉[i q] +
∑
i<j∈I 〈i j〉[i j]

 ∑
a∈I,b∈J
〈a q〉〈b q〉[a b]


2
+
A(K)
[p q]2
(∑
i∈K
〈i q〉[i p]
)2
=
∑
I⊔J=K
S(0,I)A(J )∑
i∈I 〈i q〉[i q] +
∑
i<j∈I 〈i j〉[i j]

 ∑
a∈I,b∈J
〈a q〉〈b q〉[a b]


2
+
A(K)
[p q]2
(∑
i∈K
〈i q〉[i p]
)2
+
∑
I⊔J=K
A(I)A(J )

 ∑
a∈I,b∈J
〈a q〉〈b q〉[a b]


2
1
[p q]2
∑
i∈I
〈i q〉[i p]2
[i q]
.
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Now,
∑
I⊔J=K
A(I)A(J )

 ∑
a∈I,b∈J
〈a q〉〈b q〉[a b]


2
1
[p q]2
∑
i∈I
〈i q〉[i p]2
[i q]
(36)
=
∑
I⊔J=K,|I|≤|J |
A(I)A(J )

 ∑
a∈I,b∈J
〈a q〉〈b q〉[a b]


2
1
[p q]2
[∑
i∈I
〈i q〉[i p]2
[i q]
+
∑
i∈J
〈i q〉[i p]2
[i q]
]
= A(K)
∑
k∈K
〈k q〉[k p]2
[k q]
∑
i∈K 〈i q〉[i q] +
∑
i<j∈K 〈i j〉[i j]
[p q]2
−A(K)
∑
i∈K 〈i q〉[i q]
[p q]2
∑
k∈K
〈k q〉[k p]2
[k q]
and
∑
i∈K
〈i q〉[i q]
∑
k∈K
〈k q〉[k p]2
[k q]
−
(∑
i∈K
〈i q〉[i p]
)2
=
∑
i,j∈K
(
〈i q〉[i q]
〈j q〉[j p]2
[j q]
− 〈i q〉[i p]〈j q〉[j p]
)
(37)
= −[p q]
∑
i,j∈K
〈i q〉〈j q〉[j p]
[j q]
[i j] = [p q]2
∑
i<j∈K
〈i q〉〈j q〉
[i q][j q]
[i j]2.
Using these identities we get
S(0,K) −A(K)C(0,K)
∑
i∈K 〈i q〉[i q] +
∑
i<j∈K 〈i j〉[i j]
[p q]2
=
∑
I⊔J=K
S(0,I)A(J )∑
i∈I 〈i q〉[i q] +
∑
i<j∈I 〈i j〉[i j]

 ∑
a∈I,b∈J
〈a q〉〈b q〉[a b]


2
−
A(K)
[p q]2
(∑
i∈K
〈i q〉[i p]
)2
−A(K)
∑
k∈K
〈k q〉[k p]2
[k q]
∑
i∈K 〈i q〉[i q] +
∑
i<j∈K 〈i j〉[i j]
[p q]2
+A(K)
∑
i∈K 〈i q〉[i q]
[p q]2
∑
k∈K
〈k q〉[k p]2
[k q]
=
∑
I⊔J=K
S(0,I)A(J )∑
i∈I 〈i q〉[i q] +
∑
i<j∈I 〈i j〉[i j]

 ∑
a∈I,b∈J
〈a q〉〈b q〉[a b]


2
−A(K)
∑
k∈K
〈k q〉[k p]2
[k q]
∑
i∈K 〈i q〉[i q] +
∑
i<j∈K 〈i j〉[i j]
[p q]2
+A(K)
1
[p q]2
∑
i,j∈K
(
〈i q〉[i q]
〈j q〉[j p]2
[j q]
− 〈i q〉[i p]〈j q〉[j p]
)
.
Finally, combining the A(K) terms here we get
=
∑
I⊔J=K
S(0,I)A(J )∑
i∈I 〈i q〉[i q] +
∑
i<j∈I 〈i j〉[i j]

 ∑
a∈I,b∈J
〈a q〉〈b q〉[a b]


2
−A(K)
1
[p q]
∑
i,j∈K
〈i q〉〈j q〉[j p]
[j q]
[i j]
−A(K)
∑
k∈K
〈k q〉[k p]2
[k q]
∑
i∈K 〈i q〉[i q] +
∑
i<j∈K 〈i j〉[i j]
[p q]2
=
∑
I⊔J=K
S(0,I)A(J )∑
i∈I 〈i q〉[i q] +
∑
i<j∈I 〈i j〉[i j]

 ∑
a∈I,b∈J
〈a q〉〈b q〉[a b]


2
+A(K)
∑
i<j∈K
〈i q〉〈j q〉
[i q][j q]
[i j]2
−A(K)
∑
k∈K
〈k q〉[k p]2
[k q]
∑
i∈K 〈i q〉[i q] +
∑
i<j∈K 〈i j〉[i j]
[p q]2
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Therefore we get the expected formula (32) for C(0,K) and a remaining recursion relation (33) for
S(0,K).
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